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Download free Singing a hindu nation marathi devotional performance
and nationalism (2023)
singing a hindu nation explores how the political becomes devotional through musical performance at the heart of author anna schultz s study is rashtriya kirtan a
western indian performance medium that combines song hindu philosophical discourse and nationalist storytelling performers of rashtriya kirtan have impacted the
political environment throughout the last century inspiring marathi speaking people to resist colonial domination both violently and non violently in the early
twentieth century supporting state health and national integration projects in the early post colonial era a singing a hindu nation explores how the political becomes
devotional through musical performance at the heart of author anna schultz s study is r ashtr iya k irtan a western indian performance medium that combines song
hindu philosophical discourse and nationalist storytelling performers of r ashtr iya k irtan have impacted the political environment throughout the last century
inspiring marathi speaking people to resist colonial domination both violently and non violently in the early twentieth century supporting state health and national
integration projects in the early post colonial era and in the last decade of the century using their performances to buttress the rhetoric of hindu nationalists as
these groups rose to power by performing in regional idioms with rich associations for maharashtrian congregations singers of r ashtr iya k irtan use music to
combine political and religious signs in ways that seem natural and desirable and as a result effectively promote embodied experiences of nationalist devotion as the
first monograph on music and hindu nationalism singing a hindu nation presents a rare glimpse into the lives and performance worlds of nationalists on the margins
of all india political parties and cultural organizations the book is an essential resource for ethnomusicologists as well as scholars of south asian studies religion and
political theory singing a hindu nation is a study of rāgsgtrīya kīrtan a western indian performance medium that combines song hindu philosophical discourse and
nationalist storytelling author anna schultz demonstrates how through this particular form of musical performance the political becomes devotional and explores
why it motivates people to action and violence the rashtriya swayamsevak sangh rss is a hindu nationalist volunteer organization it is also the parent of india s
ruling bharatiya janata party prime minister modi was himself a career rss office holder or pracharak this book explores how the rss and its affiliates have benefitted
from india s economic development and concurrent social dislocation with rapid modernization creating a sense of rootlessness disrupting traditional hierarchies
and attracting many upwardly mobile groups to the organization india seems more willing than ever to accept the rss s narrative of hindu nationalism one that seeks
to assimilate hindus into a common identity representing true indianness yet the rss has also come to resemble the congress system with a socially diverse
membership containing a distinct left right and center the organization s most significant dilemma is how to reconcile the assault from its far right on cultural issues
like cow protection with condemnations of globalization from the left flank andersen and damle offer an essential account of the rss s rapid rise in recent decades
tracing how it has evolved in response to economic liberalization and assessing its long term impact on indian politics and society traditions of asceticism yoga and
devotion bhakti including dance and music developed in hinduism over long periods of time some of these practices notably those denoted by the term yoga are
orientated towards salvation from the cycle of reincarnation and go back several thousand years these practices borne witness to in ancient texts called upaniṣads
as well as in other traditions notably early buddhism and jainism are the subject of this volume in the oxford history of hinduism practices of meditation are also
linked to asceticism tapas and its institutional articulation in renunciation saṃnyăsa there is a range of practices or disciplines from ascetic fasting to taking a vow
vrata for a deity in return for a favour there are also devotional practices that might involve ritual making an offering to a deity and receiving a blessing dancing or
visualization of the master guru the overall theme the history of religious practices might even be seen as being within a broader intellectual trajectory of cultural
history in the substantial introduction by the editor this broad history is sketched paying particular attention to what we might call the medieval period post gupta
through to modernity when traditions had significantly developed in relation to each other the chapters in the book chart the history of hindu practice paying
particular attention to indigenous terms and recognizing indigenous distinctions such as between the ritual life of the householder and the renouncer seeking
liberation between inner practices of and external practices of ritual and between those desirous of liberation mumukṣu and those desirous of pleasure and worldly
success bubhukṣu this whole range of meditative and devotional practices that have developed in the history of hinduism are represented in this book berlin chicago
kolkata three modern cities whose soundscapes are as different as they are similar historically and musically all three cities bear witness to changing worlds above
all the diversity and multiculturalism that led to the rapid growth of urban centers from the enlightenment to the present it is this sound world of musical difference
which modernity subjected to auditory transformation that is the subject of sounding cities the chapters in this book draw the reader to the life of the city itself to its
streets and stages transforming how we listen to the modern world philip v bohlman is ludwig rosenberger distinguished service professor in jewish history in the
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department of music at the university of chicago and honorary professor at the university of music drama and media in hanover sebastian klotz is professor of
transcultural musicology and historical anthropology of music at the humboldt university of berlin lars christian koch is head of the department of ethnomusicology
and the berlin phonogram archive at the museum of ethnology in berlin professor for ethnomusicology at the university of cologne and honoraryprofessor for
ethnomusicology at the university of the arts in berlin this book addresses the recent transformations of popular hinduism by focusing upon the religious cum
artistic practice of ramkatha staged narratives of the ramcharitmanas focusing on the sensory and media experiences the author examines the aesthetics and
dynamics of the ramkatha ethnoscape through participant observation in everyday practices and how it particularly translates politics from the realm of religion
besides being socially constructed the ramkatha heavily relies on technologies for its production and continuation negotiated through a telling of hindu religious
stories the mediated voice of morari bapu a former school teacher turned narrator is a major medium of performance transposed into multiple media such as
theatre stage music and spectacle the book engages with voice as a vehicle of meaning to scrutinize its discursive production imagination and re production across
mobile contexts it investigates how the transnationally disseminated practices re contextualize religious subjectivities of an affective community enmeshed in spatio
sensorial modes the book will be of interest to academic audiences in the fields of south asian studies anthropology sociology as well as performance studies and
religious studies in sound alignments a transnational group of scholars explores the myriad forms of popular music that circulated across asia during the cold war
challenging the conventional alignments and periodizations of western cultural histories of the cold war they trace the routes of popular music examining how it
took on new meanings and significance as it traveled across asia from india to indonesia hong kong to south korea china to japan from studies of how popular
musical styles from the americas and europe were adapted to meet local exigencies to how socialist bloc and nonaligned cold war organizations facilitated the
circulation of popular music throughout the region the contributors outline how music forged and challenged alliances revolutions and countercultures they also
show how the cold war s legacy shapes contemporary culture particularly in the ways 1990s and 2000s j pop and k pop are rooted in american attempts to foster
economic exchange in east asia in the 1960s throughout sound alignments demonstrates that the experiences of the cold war in asia were as diverse and dynamic as
the music heard and performed in it contributors marié abe michael k bourdaghs paola iovene nisha kommattam jennifer lindsay kaley mason anna schultz hyunjoon
shin c j w l wee hon lun helan yang christine r yano qian zhang taking the contentious debates surrounding historical evidence and history writing between
secularists and hindu nationalists as a starting point this book seeks to understand the origins of a growing historical consciousness in contemporary india
especially amongst hindus the broad question it poses is why has history become such an important site of identity conflict and self definition amongst modern
hindus especially when hinduism is known to have been notoriously impervious to history as modern ideas regarding notions of history came to india with
colonialism it turns to the colonial period as the moment of encounter with such ideas the book examines three distinct moments in the hindu self through the lives
and writings of lower caste public figure jotiba phule moderate nationalist m g ranade and hindu nationalist v d savarkar through a close reading of original writings
speeches and biographical material it is demonstrated that these three individuals were engaged with a modern historical and rationalist approach however the
same material is also used to argue that phule and ranade viewed religion as living contemporaneous and capable of informing both their personal and political lives
savarkar the explicitly hindu leader on the contrary held hindu practices and traditions in contempt confining them to historical analysis while denying any role for
religion as spirituality or morality in contemporary political life while providing some historical context this volume highlights the philosophical political ideas and
actions of the three individuals discussed it integrates aspects of their lives as central to understanding their politics great leaders of the past century dominated
indian political scene for a decade or two but savarkar s name shines brightly from 1900 to 1966 ganghiji said no independence without hindu muslim unity but
pakistan was created when the late prime minister nehru chided the hindu nationalists for advocating hindu raj savarkar said the choice therefore is not between
two sets of personalities but between two ideologies not indian raj or hindu raj but muslim raj or hindu raj akhand hindustan or akhand pakistan he knew savarkar
personally and wrote his biography in marathi the english version veer savarkar father of hindu nationalism has been done now savarkar s biography enables the
reader to understand the politics of the last century on the political role and hindu sentiments of women members of rashtriya swayam sevak sangh an indian
political party articles catalog of documents of marathas published in marāṭhyāñcyā itihāsācī sādhanẽ
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singing a hindu nation explores how the political becomes devotional through musical performance at the heart of author anna schultz s study is rashtriya kirtan a
western indian performance medium that combines song hindu philosophical discourse and nationalist storytelling performers of rashtriya kirtan have impacted the
political environment throughout the last century inspiring marathi speaking people to resist colonial domination both violently and non violently in the early
twentieth century supporting state health and national integration projects in the early post colonial era a
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singing a hindu nation explores how the political becomes devotional through musical performance at the heart of author anna schultz s study is r ashtr iya k irtan a
western indian performance medium that combines song hindu philosophical discourse and nationalist storytelling performers of r ashtr iya k irtan have impacted
the political environment throughout the last century inspiring marathi speaking people to resist colonial domination both violently and non violently in the early
twentieth century supporting state health and national integration projects in the early post colonial era and in the last decade of the century using their
performances to buttress the rhetoric of hindu nationalists as these groups rose to power by performing in regional idioms with rich associations for maharashtrian
congregations singers of r ashtr iya k irtan use music to combine political and religious signs in ways that seem natural and desirable and as a result effectively
promote embodied experiences of nationalist devotion as the first monograph on music and hindu nationalism singing a hindu nation presents a rare glimpse into
the lives and performance worlds of nationalists on the margins of all india political parties and cultural organizations the book is an essential resource for
ethnomusicologists as well as scholars of south asian studies religion and political theory
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singing a hindu nation is a study of rāgsgtrīya kīrtan a western indian performance medium that combines song hindu philosophical discourse and nationalist
storytelling author anna schultz demonstrates how through this particular form of musical performance the political becomes devotional and explores why it
motivates people to action and violence
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the rashtriya swayamsevak sangh rss is a hindu nationalist volunteer organization it is also the parent of india s ruling bharatiya janata party prime minister modi
was himself a career rss office holder or pracharak this book explores how the rss and its affiliates have benefitted from india s economic development and
concurrent social dislocation with rapid modernization creating a sense of rootlessness disrupting traditional hierarchies and attracting many upwardly mobile
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groups to the organization india seems more willing than ever to accept the rss s narrative of hindu nationalism one that seeks to assimilate hindus into a common
identity representing true indianness yet the rss has also come to resemble the congress system with a socially diverse membership containing a distinct left right
and center the organization s most significant dilemma is how to reconcile the assault from its far right on cultural issues like cow protection with condemnations of
globalization from the left flank andersen and damle offer an essential account of the rss s rapid rise in recent decades tracing how it has evolved in response to
economic liberalization and assessing its long term impact on indian politics and society
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traditions of asceticism yoga and devotion bhakti including dance and music developed in hinduism over long periods of time some of these practices notably those
denoted by the term yoga are orientated towards salvation from the cycle of reincarnation and go back several thousand years these practices borne witness to in
ancient texts called upaniṣads as well as in other traditions notably early buddhism and jainism are the subject of this volume in the oxford history of hinduism
practices of meditation are also linked to asceticism tapas and its institutional articulation in renunciation saṃnyăsa there is a range of practices or disciplines from
ascetic fasting to taking a vow vrata for a deity in return for a favour there are also devotional practices that might involve ritual making an offering to a deity and
receiving a blessing dancing or visualization of the master guru the overall theme the history of religious practices might even be seen as being within a broader
intellectual trajectory of cultural history in the substantial introduction by the editor this broad history is sketched paying particular attention to what we might call
the medieval period post gupta through to modernity when traditions had significantly developed in relation to each other the chapters in the book chart the history
of hindu practice paying particular attention to indigenous terms and recognizing indigenous distinctions such as between the ritual life of the householder and the
renouncer seeking liberation between inner practices of and external practices of ritual and between those desirous of liberation mumukṣu and those desirous of
pleasure and worldly success bubhukṣu this whole range of meditative and devotional practices that have developed in the history of hinduism are represented in
this book
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berlin chicago kolkata three modern cities whose soundscapes are as different as they are similar historically and musically all three cities bear witness to changing
worlds above all the diversity and multiculturalism that led to the rapid growth of urban centers from the enlightenment to the present it is this sound world of
musical difference which modernity subjected to auditory transformation that is the subject of sounding cities the chapters in this book draw the reader to the life of
the city itself to its streets and stages transforming how we listen to the modern world philip v bohlman is ludwig rosenberger distinguished service professor in
jewish history in the department of music at the university of chicago and honorary professor at the university of music drama and media in hanover sebastian klotz
is professor of transcultural musicology and historical anthropology of music at the humboldt university of berlin lars christian koch is head of the department of
ethnomusicology and the berlin phonogram archive at the museum of ethnology in berlin professor for ethnomusicology at the university of cologne and
honoraryprofessor for ethnomusicology at the university of the arts in berlin
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Messengers of Hindu Nationalism
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this book addresses the recent transformations of popular hinduism by focusing upon the religious cum artistic practice of ramkatha staged narratives of the
ramcharitmanas focusing on the sensory and media experiences the author examines the aesthetics and dynamics of the ramkatha ethnoscape through participant
observation in everyday practices and how it particularly translates politics from the realm of religion besides being socially constructed the ramkatha heavily relies
on technologies for its production and continuation negotiated through a telling of hindu religious stories the mediated voice of morari bapu a former school teacher
turned narrator is a major medium of performance transposed into multiple media such as theatre stage music and spectacle the book engages with voice as a
vehicle of meaning to scrutinize its discursive production imagination and re production across mobile contexts it investigates how the transnationally disseminated
practices re contextualize religious subjectivities of an affective community enmeshed in spatio sensorial modes the book will be of interest to academic audiences
in the fields of south asian studies anthropology sociology as well as performance studies and religious studies
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in sound alignments a transnational group of scholars explores the myriad forms of popular music that circulated across asia during the cold war challenging the
conventional alignments and periodizations of western cultural histories of the cold war they trace the routes of popular music examining how it took on new
meanings and significance as it traveled across asia from india to indonesia hong kong to south korea china to japan from studies of how popular musical styles from
the americas and europe were adapted to meet local exigencies to how socialist bloc and nonaligned cold war organizations facilitated the circulation of popular
music throughout the region the contributors outline how music forged and challenged alliances revolutions and countercultures they also show how the cold war s
legacy shapes contemporary culture particularly in the ways 1990s and 2000s j pop and k pop are rooted in american attempts to foster economic exchange in east
asia in the 1960s throughout sound alignments demonstrates that the experiences of the cold war in asia were as diverse and dynamic as the music heard and
performed in it contributors marié abe michael k bourdaghs paola iovene nisha kommattam jennifer lindsay kaley mason anna schultz hyunjoon shin c j w l wee hon
lun helan yang christine r yano qian zhang
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taking the contentious debates surrounding historical evidence and history writing between secularists and hindu nationalists as a starting point this book seeks to
understand the origins of a growing historical consciousness in contemporary india especially amongst hindus the broad question it poses is why has history become
such an important site of identity conflict and self definition amongst modern hindus especially when hinduism is known to have been notoriously impervious to
history as modern ideas regarding notions of history came to india with colonialism it turns to the colonial period as the moment of encounter with such ideas the
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book examines three distinct moments in the hindu self through the lives and writings of lower caste public figure jotiba phule moderate nationalist m g ranade and
hindu nationalist v d savarkar through a close reading of original writings speeches and biographical material it is demonstrated that these three individuals were
engaged with a modern historical and rationalist approach however the same material is also used to argue that phule and ranade viewed religion as living
contemporaneous and capable of informing both their personal and political lives savarkar the explicitly hindu leader on the contrary held hindu practices and
traditions in contempt confining them to historical analysis while denying any role for religion as spirituality or morality in contemporary political life while
providing some historical context this volume highlights the philosophical political ideas and actions of the three individuals discussed it integrates aspects of their
lives as central to understanding their politics
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great leaders of the past century dominated indian political scene for a decade or two but savarkar s name shines brightly from 1900 to 1966 ganghiji said no
independence without hindu muslim unity but pakistan was created when the late prime minister nehru chided the hindu nationalists for advocating hindu raj
savarkar said the choice therefore is not between two sets of personalities but between two ideologies not indian raj or hindu raj but muslim raj or hindu raj akhand
hindustan or akhand pakistan he knew savarkar personally and wrote his biography in marathi the english version veer savarkar father of hindu nationalism has
been done now savarkar s biography enables the reader to understand the politics of the last century
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